The design of complex interactive robots inherently yields a form of representation -an interactive form. Interactive representation is, arguably, the foundational form of representation from which all others are derived. It constitutes the emergence of representational truth value for the system itself, a criterion not addressed in current literature.
There is a form of representation that arises naturally in the design of complex interactive systems -robots. This form arguably constitutes an emergence of the fundamental form of representation, out of which increasingly complex forms are constructed and derived. Furthermore, this form of representation naturally satisfies an essential metaepistemological criterion for original representation: system detectable truth value.
No alternative approach to representation in the current literature addresses this criterion. Recognizing and exploiting the emergence of this form of representation in robotics and dynamic systems is a rich frontier for exploration.
In standard artificial intelligence and cognitive science models, inputs are received and processed, and, perhaps, outputs emitted. The critical consideration that arises in robot design is the possibility of a closure of this sequence of process such that robot outputs influence subsequent inputs via the environment, and, therefore, influence subsequent internal states and processes in the robot. That is, the critical consideration is the closure of input, processing, and output to include full interaction, not just action.
This simple closure introduces several important possibilities. In particular, possible internal states that might be consequent on some action or course of action can be functionally indicated in the robot.
Because such possible consequent states in the robot will depend, in part, on the environment, those states, or some one of those states, may or may not actually occur -the environment may or may not yield the appropriate input(s) in response to the output(s) to induce those indicated states in the robot. If none of those indicated states are entered by the robot, then the indications are false, and are falsified for the robot. The error in such indications is detectable by and for the system itself.
In effect, to indicate such internal states as consequent on particular interactions on the part of the robot is to implicitly predicate of that environment whatever properties are sufficient to support those indications. It is to anticipate that the environment will in fact respond as indicated, if the interaction is engaged in. Some environments will possess a sufficiency of those properties, and will yield one of the indicated states, while other environments will not possess such properties, and will not yield any of the indicated states. For those environments that do not yield an indicated state, to set up such an indication is to set up an implicit predication, an anticipation, that is false, and potentially falsifiable by the system (Bickhard, 1993, in press; Bickhard & Terveen, 1995) .
The possibility of error, and especially of system detectable error, is a fundamental meta-epistemological criterion for representation. Whatever representation is, it must be capable of some sort of truth value. Conversely, something is representation for a particular system only if it is capable of some sort of truth value for that system. This is critical because many states and conditions and phenomena are representational -can have truth valuebut only for some user or designer or observer outside of the system itself, not for the system itself (Bickhard, 1993; Bickhard & Terveen, 1995) .
Moderately complex robots, then, naturally involve a form of representation that is representational for the robot, not just for an observer or analyst or designer or user of the robot. This claim generates five questions: 1) How can notions such as 'indication' in the above discussion be made good in a functional manner in a robot, without committing a logical circularity by presupposing the very representationality that is allegedly being modeled? 2) Why would it be useful for a robot to have such representations of interactive potentialities? 3) How could such a notion of representation possibly be adequate to "normal" representational and cognitive phenomena such as representation of objects; representation of abstractions, such as numbers; language; perception; rationality; and so on? I will only outline an answer to the first of these questions, referring others to other sources. 4) On what basis would a robot set up such indications? And 5) How does this model of representation relate to contemporary research in artificial intelligence, cognitive science, connectionism, and robotics? My responses to this question too will, obviously, be abbreviated.
The Functional Story
First, I need to address the question of how interactive representation could be implemented without presupposing representation. All that is needed are some architectural principles adequate to the model that are themselves strictly functional -not representational. This is, in fact, rather simple. The indicated internal outcome states for an interaction function like final states in an automaton recognizer, but for an automaton that emits outputs to an interactive environment (Bickhard, 1980a) . The indication of such states can be implemented with pointers -a pointer, say, to some location that will contain a "1" in the state being indicated. This is certainly not the only architecture that will implement the notions required, but it does suffice.
To indicate the interaction itself, upon which the indications of final states are based, requires only a pointer to the subsystem -perhaps the subroutine or interactive recognizer -that would engage in those interactions. So, a pointer to a subsystem together with a pointer or pointers to final states associated with that subsystem suffices for the implicit predication of interactive representation, but none of these pointers themselves are or require representation. Insofar as there is representation here, it is genuinely emergent in the architectural organization.
The

Usefulness of Interactive Representations
Choice. Why would it be useful for a robot to have such indications? For two reasons: First, if there are multiple interactions possible in a particular environment, the indicated internal outcomes of those interactions can be used in selecting which interaction to actually engage in (Bickhard, 1997b) . A frog seeing a fly might set up indications of the possibility of tongue-flicking-and-eating, while a frog seeing a shadow of a hawk might set up indications of the possibility of jumping in the water. A frog seeing both needs some way to decide, and internal outcome indications provide a basis for such decisione.g., select the interaction with the indicated outcomes that have the highest priority relative to current set-points. (Note that if the relevant outcomes are presumed to be represented, rather than indicated -as must be the case if the outcomes are considered to be external outcomes in the environment -then there is a circularity involved in using such notions to model representation.)
Error. The second reason why such indications might be useful is that they create the possibility of error, andmost importantly -the possibility of the detection of error by the system. Detection of error, in turn, can be useful for guiding heuristics and strategies of interaction, and for evoking and guiding learning processes. Any general form of learning, in fact, requires such system detection of error (Bickhard & Terveen, 1995) .
In slogan form: Only anticipations can be falsified; therefore only anticipations can be learned.
On the Adequacy of Interactive Representation
Interactive, or robotic, representation might seem adequate for the kinds of interactive properties that interactive indications will implicitly predicate of the environment, but there are many other things to be represented that do not prima facie look like interactive properties. To make good on claims of the adequacy of interactive representation as a general form of representation would require a programmatic treatment of many or most of these representational phenomena. There isn't space to even begin that explication here (see, for example, Bickhard, 1980a Bickhard, , 1980b Bickhard, , 1992 Bickhard, , 1993 Bickhard & Richie, 1983; Bickhard & Terveen, 1995; Campbell & Bickhard, 1986 , 1992 , but I will outline an approach to the interactive representation of physical objects in order to indicate that this is at least a plausible programme.
Complexities of Interactive Indications. Before addressing objects per se, I need to outline some forms of complexity that can be involved in interactive indications. The first is that there may be multiple interactive possibilities indicated at a given time. The second is that interactive indications can be conditionalized on each other: interaction A with possible outcome Q might be indicated, and, if A is engaged in and Q is in fact obtained, then interaction B with possible outcome R becomes possible. There are other kinds of complications possible, but branchings and conditionalized iterations of interactive indications will suffice for briefly addressing the problem of object representation.
Webs. Branchings and conditional iterations yield the possibility of interactive indications forming potentially complex webs or nets of indications. In effect, the whole of such a web is indicated as currently possible, but actually reaching some parts of the web will be contingent on perhaps many intermediate interactions and outcomes.
Objects. Some sub-networks in such a complex web may have two critical properties: 1) A subnet may be closed in the sense that, if any part of it is reachable -possiblethen all parts of it are. That is, all points (possible states) in such a web indicate the potentiality of all other points in the web, perhaps with necessary intermediate interactions.
2) Such a closed subnet may be invariant under some interesting class of possible interactions, in the sense that many possible interactions will leave the closed subnet invariant in internal structure and still reachable.
A toy block, for example, will offer many possible interactions to a child. The block can be visually scanned, dropped, thrown, chewed, manipulated, and so on. Furthermore, any of such possibilities will indicate the availability of the rest of them: a particular visual scan becomes momentarily unavailable if the block is turned over, but is recoverable if the block is turned back over to its original position. Still further, this entire organization of interactive possibilities remains invariant for many interactions such as manipulations, throwings, hidings, storing in the toy box, locomotions on the part of the child, and so on. It does not remain invariant, however, under burning or crushing.
The point is that a block, for an infant, is no more than such closed and invariant organizations of interactive possibilities. The infant knows nothing of substances or molecules -those all come later in theorizing about such things as blocks. This, I propose, is the general manner in which interactive representation can handle object representations. This is a Piagetian sort of account of object representations (Piaget, 1954) , and I suggest similarly Piagetian flavored approaches to other representational issues (though I do not endorse all of Piaget's model: Bickhard, 1988; Bickhard & Campbell, 1989) . My basic point in this paper, however, is simply that interactive representation is not immediately blocked by the multitudinous forms of representation that must ultimately be accounted for.
How to Set Up Interactive Indications
Interactive indications might be useful for a robot, but on what basis could they be set up? The general answer is simple: on the basis of previous outcomes of previous interactions. Previous outcomes differentiate environments into those that yield that outcome and those that don't. Conditionalized indications of interactive potentialities are, in effect, conditionalized on those prior differentiations. Any environment that will yield state Q from interaction A will also -according to the conditional -be an environment in which interaction B is possible, with possible consequent state R. So, if Q is obtained, then direct (not conditionalized) pointers to B and R should be set up. As with the rest of the model, many complexities can arise here, but this general point suffices to show that the problem of how to set up interactive representations is not itself an aporia.
Relationships to Contemporary Work
Symbol Systems. The symbol system hypothesis involves inputs and subsequent processing (Newell, 1980 ), but does not involve any necessary notion of closure from outputs back to inputs. It does not involve any recognition of the necessity for interaction. Correspondingly, it does not solve the problem of system detectable error. Error can be defined from a user or designer perspective, and it can be useful to do so, but this is still error, therefore representation, for the user or designer, not for the system itself.
In fact, the symbol system hypothesis is one of a large class of approaches to representation that attempt to construe representation in terms of the processing of inputs, with no recognition of the essential importance of full interaction (Bickhard, 1993; Bickhard & Terveen, 1995; Coffa, 1991; Dretske, 1981 Dretske, , 1988 Fodor, 1987 Fodor, , 1990 Hanson, 1990; Loewer & Rey, 1991; Millikan, 1984 Millikan, , 1993 Palmer, 1978; Pylyshyn, 1984; Smith, 1987) Inputs are, in these models, supposed to set up correspondences -usually some special kind of correspondences -between internal states of the system and particular properties or entities in the environment, and are supposed to represent those properties or entities by virtue of those correspondences. These approaches have difficulty accounting for error at all, and do not even address the problem of system detectable error. The difficulty in accounting for error arises because, if the correspondence exists, then the representation exists and it is correct, while, if the correspondence does not exist, then the representation does not exist, and so cannot be incorrect.
There is a great deal of effort being currently devoted to attempting to account for error in some such model (Dretske, 1988; Fodor, 1990; Hanson, 1990; Loewer & Rey, 1991; Millikan, 1993 ). I will not address the vicissitudes of these attempts (though I do not think that any of them succeed) because none of them even address the stronger criterion of system detectable error. On their own terms, error, if definable at all, is definable from the perspective of some observer or user or designer or analyzer of the system in question, not for the system itself. There are, in addition, many other problematics of this general approach to representation, none of which arise as problematic for the interactive approach (Bickhard, 1980b (Bickhard, , 1993 Bickhard & Terveen, 1995) .
Connectionism. Interactive representation is a direct alternative to standard symbol manipulation approaches to representation. What about connectionism? The key to the answer to this question is to note that a connectionist net serves to differentiate instances of one input pattern class from instances of some other class of input patterns (Bickhard & Terveen, 1995; Churchland, 1989; Rumelhart, 1989; Smolensky, 1988; Waltz & Feldman, 1988) . This is precisely what a transducer is supposed to do in standard information processing models (Bickhard & Richie, 1983; Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1981; Loewer & Rey, 1991) . A connectionist net can be trained to differentiate new instances of new patterns, while a transducer has to be designed or evolved specifically for its differentiation task, but, beyond the difference between design versus training origins, the tasks that are performed are the same sorts of differentiation tasks.
Connectionism and information processing approaches agree on the next step in the modeling: the differentiations accomplished by transducers or by connectionist nets are taken to be representations of that which has been differentiated. It is this step that immediately encounters a host of problems, not the least of which is how such "representations" could possibly be in error, and how the system itself could detect such error.
In the interactive model, in contrast, such differentiations are useful in order to serve as the basis for setting up interactive indications, and there is no requirement that they be alleged to be representational in order that they serve that function. Sensory input processing, in other words -or connectionist net processing -does not directly generate representations of what is on the environmental end of those inputs, but, instead, sets up indications of what is interactively possible in the environments differentiated by that input processing. Input processing occurs -and serves a necessary function -in both cases, but the interactive model does not require or assume that the system has any representation of what produces the inputs. (Humans do have such representations of the sources of [some of] our inputs, and that must be accounted for, but flatworms don't, and it's not clear that frogs do -primitive forms of representation do not necessarily involve such representations.)
Robotics. Interactive representation cannot exist in standard symbol manipulation or connectionist architectures -there are no closed interactions involved in their purported representations -but it arises naturally in robot design. How does this compare with contemporary robotics literature? The problematics of standard conceptions of representation are clearly recognized (Beer, 1990 (Beer, , 1995 Bickhard, 1996; Brooks, 1991a Brooks, , 1991b Brooks, , 1991c Prem, 1995) , and robotic and autonomous agent design problems naturally lead to the sorts of indications that constitute interactive representation -whether or not they are recognized as representational (Kuipers, 1988; Kuipers & Byun, 1991; Maes, 1990; Nehmzow & Smithers, 1991 , 1992 Stein, 1994) .
Recognizing the emergence of representation and representational truth value in those designs, with all the concomitant implications for related domains of cognition and robotic functioning, is a rich frontier for robotics and dynamic systems (Bickhard, 1997a (Bickhard, , 1997b Bickhard & Campbell, 1996a , 1996b Bickhard & Terveen, 1995; Brooks, 1994; Cherian & Troxell, 1995a , 1995b Hooker, 1995; Hooker, Penfold, & Evans, 1992; Hooker & Christensen, in preparation) .
In particular, the problem of action selection in robots and artificial agents can be solved in the general case only via some sort of selection of actions on the basis of their anticipated consequences. That is, the problem of action selection forces the emergence of interactive representation (Bickhard, 1997b) .
Once recognized, interactive representation is the framework within which complex representation can be designed and learned, and upon which higher order cognition can be constructed, including rationality and language (Bickhard, 1992, forthcoming, in press; Bickhard & Campbell, 1996a , 1996b Bickhard & Terveen, 1995) . Interactive representation opens the door to genuine higher cognition for artificial agents -just as it did for natural agents (Bickhard, 1992, in press, forthcoming; Bickhard & Terveen, 1995) .
Pragmatism. Since the ancient Greeks, mind has been studied primarily as a passive consciousness, processing inputs. The shift to conceiving of mind as an action system is fundamentally due to the philosopher C. S. Peirce (Joas, 1993 ). Peirce's pragmatism has influenced many people, in spite of its relatively short history, and this literature contains multiple parallels and partial convergences with the interactive model.
Most important are Piaget (e.g., 1954) , the later Wittgenstein (1958) , Heidegger (1962), and Merleau-Ponty (1962) . An action framework, however, does not guarantee viability of the model in detail. The most common subsequent error is a vestigial, sometimes subtle and only implicit, commitment to classical correspondence notions of representation. This can be manifest in arguments for such classical notions, even within a dynamic or robotic framework (e.g., Clark, 1997; Clark & Toribio, 1995) , or in arguing against representation where representation is construed only in this classical form (e.g., Brooks, 1991a; Port & van Gelder, 1995) , or in arguing for a version of the idealism that correspondence conceptions of representation have so often generated (e.g., Maturana & Varela, 1980 Varela, Thompson, & Rosch, 1991) . These and many other positions are discussed in Bickhard & Terveen (1995) .
The shift to an action framework is of fundamental importance, and interactivism shares this move with a growing minority of positions in the literature. The interactive model, however, contributes some essential additions and corrections of its own. System detectable error, for example, is not addressed elsewhere, but is, arguably, essential for an adequate naturalization of representation, whether in organisms or machines.
Conclusion
Interactive representation arises naturally in interactive systems. This is evident for robots, in particular, but it is also apparent in simple interactive organisms. Insofar as interactive representation serves as the fundamental form of representation out of which more complex forms are constructed and derived, this serves to connect the most complex human representational abilities with primitive, emergent, evolutionary precursors.
Interactive representation naturally satisfies a critical meta-epistemological criterion -system detectable errorthat must be satisfied by any model of original representation, and that is not satisfied, or even addressed, by standard conceptions of representation. As such, interactive representation offers a promising approach to representation in particular and cognitive problems in general.
